
       17 Complete Spaces
             



Thm:Compactmetric spaces are

complete...(pt). Let SXnY be Cauchyseq. in X.
Since X cpt, itis sequentiallycpt.
so I subseq. [Xnx] converging to pt x in X

Fix E >0, SXnY Cauchy seq. implies EN, s.t. i.j > N, => dIX:, xj) < 42.

SXn] converges implies EN2 s.t. Mp > N2 = d)Xr, X) < 2/2.

Let N =max(N1, N2),

If n >N, then d(Xn, X) < d(Xn, Xnx)+dCXn, X) for
any Uk > N

=E.

So, given 350, fixed N that shows Xn-X#.

Since [Xn3 was arbitrary, X is complete.

Gr:C0,17 is complete,
K cells CIR" complete..
closed subset of a cpt space is complete.

Lor:IR" is complete.

spfc. If SXn3 Cauchy, it is bounded.

I
why?Fixed 250, EN st. n.mIN implies d(Xn, xm) < E,

ILetR =max[d(Xx, Xi), . . . ,d(XN,Xx-), [].

Seq is boundedbyBR(XN).

So BR(X) a some closed ball in IR",

andsince closedball in IR" is compact ->complete.

so [Xn3 converges.

So IR" is complete. 4.



=>Does Xn=1++5+...+Iconverges?

Consider (X-Xm1=1mit... ++12 (t++...++1 =Mm =1 -.
↑
n >m

Let n
=

2m, 1Xcm-Xml > I, which implies seg not Cauchy.
so doesn't converge.

#
Xi, X2 =2, Xn= (Xm+Xna) is Cauchy so converges.

&:If X is not complete,can it be embeddedto one that is?

ex: D ex:IR.

Ihm:Every metric space (X,d) has a completion (X*,d).

Idea:Given X, let X*= 9 all Cauchy segs in X under equivalent relationship. (

(where <Pn3-38n3 if hmd<pn, q) =0 (
For P. aCX*

Let0(P,x) =bd(pn,qus where 3pn3.38n3 representP. A.

Then X* is complete with X isometrically embeddedin x*.



BOUNDED SEQUENCES

Ref:monotonely increasing seg:Sn? Sn+I

decreasing seg:Sn? SntI

Im:Boundedmonotonely seq converges. (to
their sup or infl.

s B

spfs. Given 3Sn), let s: sup19Sn3). ↓ (

So VECO, EN s.t. S-E<SNES

but then Un=N SNCSu<S, so this N works for E.

· Write Sn - + x if TMER, IN st. n=> Sn >M

Similarly, sn - - - of VM - Sn<M.

·Given ES3,letE Subegof limits? im."
S:infE <imintSn,"lower limit"of E

Meanwhile, limsup Sn= I(i sal

limit Sn=( Sail

Ex: If sk- S then limit Sk= limsupsK =S

· Sk =50.1, 3/2, 0.11, 43, 0.111, 5/4, 0.1111,%5,... 3
St
=1,Sx =Yq


